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Prepared for: 

Talk for Health 
Report on an emotional well-being programmed trialled with sponsorship from BT in 2008 

Public website 
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This presentation 

Objectives and background 
What is Talk for Health? 

The curriculum 

The pilot participants:  who they were, what they wanted 

Did they get what they wanted? 

Now what? 
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Background – why do it? 

 Epidemic of depression, anxiety 

 The isolation of competitive and ‘nuclear’ society is a key factor 

 Confiding in a good listener is effective at improving well-being 

 Yet people often don’t have a good listener, and don’t know how to articulate their 
inner experience 

 The idea of therapy puts many people off – it is stigmatising … and often done 
too late 

 Prevention could be better than cure 
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Objectives 

 Develop a group programme 
made up of communication 
processes known to benefit 
emotional well being 
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What is it? 

 Teaching a set of personal and relational skills – 
derived from therapy – which are geared towards 
emotional well-being 

 Bypassing the stigma and medicalisation of therapy. 
Not a ‘treatment’ but everyday practices that can 
promote and protect well-being 
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What form does Talk for Health take? 

  In this pilot:  a programme comprising seven, three-hour sessions in a small 
group. It provided: 

– Skills  
– Opportunities  

To talk and listen in a more authentic and 
intimate way 
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Underlying thoughts 

 Techniques from therapy can enhance communication and build well-being and 
resilience, as well as addressing problems 

 Effective techniques for building well-being are really quite simple  

 Research shows that inexperienced paraprofessionals can be as good at 
delivering these as professionals 
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Key principles 

 A talking process which:  

 fills the gap between supportive friends - and therapy 

 builds and protects emotional well-being 

 is useful for people in their everyday lives 

 helps people build intimate communication in relationships (also good for well-
being) 

 is more accessible and appealing than therapy 

 could be as much a social as an individual intervention 

 does not create dependency on experts  
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Expert contributors 

  
–  Professor Gerard Egan    Author of world’s most widely-used text on Counselling 

–  Andrew Bailey   Authority on effective communication  

–  Peter Osborn    Authority on effective communication 

–  David Howe    Professor of Sociology at UEA, author and therapy researcher 

–  Scott Miller PhD   Therapist, author and researcher on therapy  

–  Tim Foskett    Groupwork and Training Manager at PACE 

–  Jill Sluman    Counselling Skills trainer at Spectrum 

–  Professor Mick Cooper   Professor of Counselling at Strathclyde University, author  
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Evidence based techniques 

Self-awareness Knowing and articulating inner experience   

Reality awareness Separating feelings from facts 

Confiding Speaking with an empathic listener 

Giving empathic support True listening 

Accessing positive emotions Appreciation, hope 

Assertiveness Express frustrations/needs w/o aggression 

Changing behaviour Rehearsing and trialling 

Participant empowerment Not passive recipients. ‘Homework’, pairs 
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Who did the programme? 

 Nine participants 

~ Three men, six women 

~ Aged 25 – 55 

 Combination of professional and personal motivations 
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Before and after evaluations of well-being 
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(Evaluation protocol:  ORS developed by Scott Miller PhD) 
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How did participants evaluate it qualitatively? 

  It delivered well on the 4 key areas: 
–  Improved personal well-being and relationships 
– Personal and professional benefits 
–  Learning to support others as well as be supported 
– Self-awareness and communication skills 

 Plus unexpected benefits of group experience 
–  Liberation of personal sharing 
– Bond with group 
– Witnessing others: ‘I’m not alone’ 

 DTR especially useful 
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Helps well-being and relationships 

“I feel more confident .. And now 
feel more in control of my life and 
where I’m headed.  I am now able 
to stop and think before I talk!  I 

try and take into account different 
ways of approaching people – a 

more mature, relaxed way.” 
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Self-awareness and communication skills 

“Just looking at the type of 
language I use  proved 

important to me as sometimes 
frustrations cause me to 

explode at the wrong time or 
say things I don’t mean.”  

“Teaches you the skills that 
society often forgets to.” 
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Now what?  Future scenarios 1 

Model  Objectives Actions 

Community welfare model 

Build evidence base 
(aim for public funding) 

Make a positive impact on 
public well-being 

Give people the intimacy 
skills and networks they 
need to be emotionally 
and socially well 

Demonstrate that this is a 
simple, effective, low-cost 
way of enhancing well-
being and preventing 
depression/anxiety 

Extend pilot to build 
robust evidence base.  
Deliver TfH to 150 pax at 
local sites over next 2 
years.   

RCT evaluation model? 

Professor Mick Cooper of 
Strathclyde University a 
potential evaluation 
partner 
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Postscript 2010 

 Talk for Health continues privately 

 There is a small but qualified team of people available to deliver it on a larger 
scale 

 Funding is needed to trial it in Public Services, and amongst larger numbers of 
people 

  


